I Introduction {#section1-0309132518810431}
==============

Curiously, the direct, explicit, exploration of 'surprise' as a conceptual entry point and tool for understanding the production of space^[1](#fn1-0309132518810431){ref-type="fn"}^ has been a rather marginal preoccupation in social theory and human geography. A bibliographic search for geographical scholarship that contains at least one of the words 'surprise', 'surprised', 'surprising' in their title returns only a handful of papers ([@bibr35-0309132518810431]; [@bibr75-0309132518810431]; [@bibr81-0309132518810431]; [@bibr95-0309132518810431]), none of which is dedicated to the detailed investigation of the phenomenon of surprise as such. The indirect, implicit exploration of 'surprise', however, has been a long-standing endeavor in phenomenology, social theory, and human geography, under the guise of related terms such as 'encounter' ([@bibr1-0309132518810431]; [@bibr65-0309132518810431]; for a review, see [@bibr160-0309132518810431]), 'event' ([@bibr36-0309132518810431]; for a review, see [@bibr128-0309132518810431]), 'unpredictability and uncertainty' ([@bibr169-0309132518810431], [@bibr139-0309132518810431]; [@bibr152-0309132518810431]; for a review, see [@bibr45-0309132518810431]), 'estrangement' and the 'extraordinary' ([@bibr14-0309132518810431]; [@bibr72-0309132518810431]; [@bibr90-0309132518810431]), as well as 'risk' ([@bibr100-0309132518810431]), 'hazard' ([@bibr104-0309132518810431]), and 'disaster' ([@bibr61-0309132518810431]).

Surprises are violated expectations and therefore an inevitable concomitant of errors of anticipating the future. Geographical work on anticipation has mirrored the internal diversity of the social sciences, as the following two illustrations will make clear. The first is a paper by Peter Haggett, called 'Prediction and Predictability in Geographical Systems' ([@bibr49-0309132518810431]), and exemplifies what one may call traditional, non-critical, social science ([@bibr62-0309132518810431]). Haggett points out that even though 'the notion of predictability is...weakly developed in the geographical literature' ([@bibr49-0309132518810431]: 6) and constitutes an area in which 'the making of mistakes can be guaranteed' (p. 6), it rewards deep study for both personal and collective reasons. At the personal level, 'predictions widen the range of experience, so long as we learn from them' (p. 18). At the collective level, 'the world which I study as a geographer is changing...*so dangerously* that we *must* try to peer ahead into the fog of the future -- however bruised and exposed that may leave us as academics' (p. 18, emphasis added). The aim of this type of scholarship is to improve our grasp of reality and contribute to human welfare by getting better at the task of predicting and controlling our environment. The underlying economic and political structure is not questioned and particular choices of words used by Haggett (e.g. *dangerously*) imply that it is worth defending.

The second illustration is a much-cited paper by [@bibr9-0309132518810431], called 'Preemption, Precaution, Preparedness: Anticipatory Action and Future Geographies', and exemplifies critical scholarship, that is, an approach to studying social space that shows that the current economic and political order is rotten and, therefore, should be replaced with a better world ([@bibr16-0309132518810431]; [@bibr131-0309132518810431], [@bibr132-0309132518810431]). Anderson argues that 'the future is now problematized as a disruption, a surprise' (2010: 777) that threatens liberal democracies, and the study of anticipatory action is a prerequisite for understanding the complex geographies 'made and lived in the name of preempting, preparing for, or preventing' these threats (p. 777). Since from the standpoint of critical social theory neoliberalism is the problem, Haggett's earlier work to help predict and prepare for the 'dangerous' changes that threaten the current order can be recast, ironically, as being part of the problem, rather than the solution to it.

Taking Anderson's argument one step further, Ash Amin wrote a paper with the striking title 'Surviving the Turbulent Future' (2013) to highlight that 'in neoliberal societies, the future is increasingly being cast as unpredictable and dangerous' ([@bibr5-0309132518810431]: 140) and to provide a critique of the 'neoliberal calculus of risk mitigation' (p. 140) in urban settings. The preoccupation with the spatiality of the neoliberal logics underpinning the quest for resilient futures also appears more recently in the work of [@bibr141-0309132518810431], although they argue for a broader vision of resilient futures that need not be neoliberal in spirit or implementation. In reaction to the frightening vision of a dangerous future, full of negative surprises, stands the voluntaristic notion of 'transitioning' toward 'desirable futures' (cf. [@bibr126-0309132518810431]). As [@bibr26-0309132518810431]: 1607) have convincingly argued, neoliberal regimes deploy this notion 'to frame and combine discourses in terms of community development, responses to environmental change, and the individual lifecourse'. This observation is important for my purposes, because later on in the paper I will discuss in some detail the underappreciated relationship between global, collective futures and personal futures (see also [@bibr69-0309132518810431]; [@bibr106-0309132518810431]; [@bibr107-0309132518810431]; [@bibr125-0309132518810431]; [@bibr144-0309132518810431]; [@bibr154-0309132518810431]). I shall argue that more detailed research on the constitutive role of surprise in people's personal futures is sorely needed if socio-spatial theorists are to capture 'the messiness of becoming, seeing transition through the scale of a life and important life events' ([@bibr165-0309132518810431]: 1050).

One of the many useful ways to understanding surprise is by framing it as the antithesis of boredom. Therefore, the upsetting analytical neglect by geographers of the notion of surprise is partly made up for by their work on the 'complex ways in which boredom, and bodies bored, compose time--space' ([@bibr7-0309132518810431]: 739). We cannot fully understand why we need an ongoing supply of surprise in our lives unless we attend to 'the risk of depletion that boredom, via its connection to meaninglessness and indifference, exemplifies' (p. 739). Scholarship in this vein has recently been taken up in several fascinating directions, which, taken together, create a useful echo for my own investigation of the place-making and space-opening of surprise. Thus, [@bibr163-0309132518810431] have made a plea for re-enchanting geography and the social sciences (see also [@bibr23-0309132518810431], and [@bibr158-0309132518810431]). They define enchantment as a 'force through which the world inspires affective attachment' (2013: 195) and acknowledge its unintelligibility. The avowed purpose of their project is to encourage a 'less repressed, more cheerful way of engaging with the geographies of the world' (p. 195) by means of 'restless experimentation with the re-orientation of knowledge toward surprising futures' (p. 210). One way to foster enchantment is by cultivating curiosity, and this is the direction taken by Richard Phillips's research program ([@bibr108-0309132518810431]; [@bibr109-0309132518810431]). Whereas there is an underlying preoccupation with developing a spatial understanding of curiosity, this research program is also concerned with the practicalities of 'encouraging place-specific curiosity as a way to wellbeing' ([@bibr109-0309132518810431]: 2339). In the same vein, but with a more explicit political motivation, Joanna Mann has recently theorized a geography and politics of whimsy. According to her, whimsy denotes the 'capricious, playful and fanciful, and designates something irrational or without an immediately obvious reason to exist...this frivolity and illogicality are precisely what can make whimsy a significant, if fleeting, ground for micro-political change' ([@bibr84-0309132518810431]: 65). Finally, to the extent that surprise is a form of interruption, my work also resonates with Leila Dawney's recent attempt to recast interruption as an 'event that elicits a mode of critique that enables an interrogation of both the sociality of affect and the somatisation of politics' ([@bibr34-0309132518810431]: 628; cf. [@bibr73-0309132518810431]).

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the significant role surprise plays in shaping the spatialities of both personal and social change. By personal change I mean all processes that describe and explain how a given individual becomes different than their earlier selves, either physically, or mentally, or both. By social change I mean all processes that describe and explain how a given community, group, or society becomes different than their earlier iteration, demographically, geographically, culturally, politically, and economically. One immediately apparent advantage of devoting analytical work to the notion of surprise is that it can act as a connecting device for tracing the transformation of space and society across geographical scales, from the body, to the global (cf. [@bibr93-0309132518810431]). It thus bridges the gap between scholarship concerned with the macro-level of the neoliberal politics of anticipation ([@bibr9-0309132518810431]; [@bibr5-0309132518810431]; [@bibr26-0309132518810431]; [@bibr141-0309132518810431]) and scholarship focused on boredom, curiosity, whimsy, and enchantment, and, more generally, on the embodied and affect-laden dynamics of interruption and transition involved in the autopoiesis of personal futures ([@bibr7-0309132518810431]; [@bibr34-0309132518810431]; [@bibr84-0309132518810431]; [@bibr108-0309132518810431]; [@bibr163-0309132518810431]; [@bibr165-0309132518810431]). Not counting the customary introduction and conclusion, the paper is organized in two sections, as follows. The first part builds on work in cognitive science to delineate the conceptual landscape of surprise, by asking and answering the questions: why are surprises bound to happen; why and how do we tame or kill our surprises; why are surprises needed for our wellbeing; and what can we do to ensure that our surroundings remain sufficiently surprise-rich? The distinctions and considerations introduced in the first section are leveraged in the second section, in the form of an extended discussion of the role surprise plays in articulating personal change with large-scale social change, across geographical scales. The discussion introduces Eelco Runia's philosophy of history ([@bibr122-0309132518810431]; [@bibr123-0309132518810431]), shows how it matches current sentiments and preoccupations in socio-spatial theory, and deploys it to understand the psychogeography and psychotopology of both biographical and historical discontinuities (see also [@bibr20-0309132518810431]; [@bibr112-0309132518810431]). The most rewarding entry point for apprehending geographical change, it is argued, resides not so much in the study of how we are being surprised by external happenings as in the (far more rattling) study of how we occasionally surprise ourselves.

II The conceptual landscape of surprise {#section2-0309132518810431}
=======================================

Surprise is a complex phenomenon. A phenomenon can be said to be complex to the extent that it admits simultaneously of multiple equally true descriptions. Each such definition or description is true of that phenomenon, without doing full justice to what can be said of it. The plurality of possible definitions has the disadvantage of generating lack of clarity, confusions and disorientations, but also the countervailing advantage of inviting a profusion of new lines of thought and connections which, taken together, capture that phenomenon in much of its complexity and potential. In this paper, I will make a deliberate effort to look at surprise from multiple angles, and in multiple contexts, in order to (a) offer an overview of the theoretical and political potential of this concept for human geography, and (b) connect its academic and lay understandings. Indeed, 'lay beliefs about "surprise" might be indicating something about the value of lumping distinct concerns together *because in practice they often go together*' ([@bibr79-0309132518810431]: 3, emphasis added). Counterintuitively to typical scholarly dispositions, 'taking a broad view of surprise may appear at first to be a sloppy lumping together of different approaches to surprise. However, it might actually be a useful and appropriate degree of lumping, an optimal level of fuzz' (p. 3).

From an information theoretical standpoint, a surprise is a sudden transfer of a large amount of information in a short time ([@bibr46-0309132518810431]): by harboring a particular expectation and having it violated by actual eventuations, one is learning a great deal in a short amount of time, the exact amount depending on the magnitude of surprise, that is, on the differential between expectations (or Bayesian priors) and eventuations (or Bayesian posteriors). Conversely, to expect someone or something to be informative means to expect them or it to be capable of surprising us, that is, to expect them to be, at least to some extent, unpredictable. The surprisingness or unexpectedness of an item of information should not be confused with its unfamiliarity ([@bibr64-0309132518810431]). If one visits a foreign country and stumbles upon one's neighbor from home there, one is surprised by something familiar. In a realm that is unfamiliar to us, we tend to expect encounters with items that themselves are unfamiliar. The surging of a familiar face in such an unfamiliar context is therefore surprising. Familiarity and novelty do not play a zero-sum game whereby increases in one entail decreases in the other. Instead, more familiarity produces more novelty, because it provides a finer-grained, richer texture against which to detect departures from familiarity, that is, novelties ([@bibr120-0309132518810431]). By acquiring expertise in a given domain, one becomes deeply familiar with its intricacies, which creates a cognitive scaffolding from which to notice minor novelties, or abnormalities (departures from familiarity), that escape the eye of the untrained. Ironically, perhaps, novelty can be generated not only by the introduction of new stimuli, but also by the absence of familiar ones ([@bibr120-0309132518810431]). Because they are familiar and we expect them to occur in a given place or occasion, when they fail to do so, we are surprised.

Since the intensity of the surprises one experiences is directly proportional to how *certain* we were of the expectation that was subsequently violated (reality refusing to cooperate with us), it is easier to understand how surprise is very different from uncertainty ([@bibr45-0309132518810431]; [@bibr70-0309132518810431]; [@bibr152-0309132518810431]). One is uncertain of something when one doesn't have any strong prior expectation as to which outcome will occur. The situation may turn out this way or that way and the observer doesn't have enough information to make an epistemic bet on a particular eventuation. When a situation (the outcome of which we are uncertain about) unfolds and settles on a given result, we say that our uncertainty about it dissolved itself or dissipated. The experience of surprise presupposes at some level a form of epistemic hubris: one is rather confident in one's expectation, that is, one feels one has strong reasons to believe it will happen. Its failure to happen triggers the subjective experience of surprise: being startled, shocked, confused, awed, astonished, intrigued, rattled, amazed, and so on ([@bibr71-0309132518810431]; [@bibr136-0309132518810431], [@bibr137-0309132518810431], [@bibr138-0309132518810431]). When feeling uncertain, epistemic humility comes before ('I don't know for sure what will happen'); when gripped by surprise, epistemic humility comes after ('I never saw this thing coming').

By attending to time and space as fundamental categories of human experience, we can distinguish temporal surprises from spatial surprises ([@bibr15-0309132518810431]). To illustrate, if a given event expected to occur late in a sequence of events takes place instead right at its beginning, we have a case of a temporal surprise. Events such as the premature death of an acquaintance, or the early retirement of a colleague in her 30s, or the melting of the summer Arctic ice cap well ahead of what climate modelling forecasted, constitute temporal surprises because they violate expectations about the timeline of a given process. Spatial surprises may include situations such as finding one's glasses in the refrigerator, noticing a species of animals well outside its natural habitat, or discovering upon revisiting a city that one's favorite park has been replaced with condominium developments. Given that place is a means for producing space ([@bibr150-0309132518810431]), a dynamic process of 'emergent co-becoming' ([@bibr166-0309132518810431]: 455), and that our positionality prevents us from accurately keeping track of change in all the places entangled with our subjectivity ([@bibr72-0309132518810431]; [@bibr111-0309132518810431]; [@bibr140-0309132518810431]), spatial surprises are a guaranteed feature of life. They have been at least implicitly at the heart of ongoing debates in economic geography concerning industrial location, innovation, and regional economic development. If evolutionary economic geography emphasizes the notions of path-dependence and 'related variety' to explain changing patterns of economic activity over time ([@bibr24-0309132518810431]; [@bibr25-0309132518810431]), Michael Storper has pointed out that these concepts fail to explain spatial economic surprises (i.e. 'radical spatial and economic ruptures with the past'; [@bibr147-0309132518810431]: 342), such as the birth and growth of Silicon Valley, of the film industry in Los Angeles in the 1910s, of the aeronautical industry in Los Angeles in the 1920s, or of South Korea as a rapidly growing economy (see [@bibr147-0309132518810431]: 342--3).

As I am about to argue, awareness of the spatial dynamics of surprise opens up a different vista for comprehending how we stich together our precarious sense of coherent subjectivity through our encounter with the world (cf. [@bibr36-0309132518810431]; [@bibr160-0309132518810431]): instead of falling apart under the assault of the world's never-ending stream of surprises, we attempt to pull ourselves together by incorporating the lessons of those surprises into the next iteration of our subjectivity. Paradoxically, that apparently benign process may erode the interestingness of existence (dis-enchantment), and, thereby, dampen our emotional reactivity and reduce our subjective well-being. A discussion of the geographical dynamics of surprise requires attending not only to the complex problem of why and how surprises appear and disappear, but also to the equally complex problem of why humans have the paradoxical motivation to both eliminate and foster them.

Beginning with the first class of problems, surprises appear in everyday life because our mental model of the world necessarily is an impoverished and distorted account of how the world works. The central task for our brains is to anticipate what will happen next ([@bibr29-0309132518810431]; [@bibr44-0309132518810431]). When there is a mismatch between anticipation and actual occurrence, surprise ensues, thereby triggering a process of belief updating that re-aligns our mental model of the world to our most recent perceptions of how the world works ([@bibr80-0309132518810431]). Surprise, in other words, is an inevitable feature of existence and serves the adaptive function of adjusting ourselves to the world. The recent trend in human geography and the social sciences to emphasize the radical contingency of social reality only reinforces the significance of surprise in our theories of the social world ([@bibr86-0309132518810431]; [@bibr99-0309132518810431]; [@bibr164-0309132518810431]). Since eventuations in the world are often highly improbable, this by definition means that they could not have been confidently expected to occur. To put this point differently, the radical contingency of many world eventuations entails our being surprised by them. Surprise is the epistemological counterpart of the ontological category of contingency ([@bibr130-0309132518810431], [@bibr136-0309132518810431]).

Even though we cannot predict, by definition, which particular surprises will happen, we can predict, at the meta-level, that sooner or later some surprises of one kind or another will happen. Foreseeing a surprise is an oxymoron; foreseeing the existence of some surprisingness in the world in general is not. Once we are confronted with a given surprise, our brains work to tame it, or to explain it away ([@bibr94-0309132518810431]). They accomplish this task either by assimilating the surprising event into our existing mental models or by accommodating these models so that they can account for the occurrence of that surprise. We make sense of the world by killing our surprises, by making them appear unsurprising in light of our updated mental models of how the world works. This process happens both at the individual and collective levels. To illustrate, the global financial crisis of 2007--9 had not been predicted by economic geographers with any precision or accuracy, but once it happened, it generated an enormous literature attempting to offer a nuanced, multi-factorial, but *post-hoc* understanding of it (see [@bibr28-0309132518810431], for a review). For example, a seminal paper by [@bibr43-0309132518810431]: 287) singled out four interacting explanatory variables, each one of which had its own level of irreducible complexity:"(1) International financial centres, in particular, the longstanding competition that has existed between London and New York; (2) the insularity of the everyday geographies of money that have emerged in such centres in the wake of the apparent hegemony of financialization; (3) the geographical recycling of surpluses and deficits and, more particularly, the structural dependency that has grown up between China and the USA, and, finally; (4) the growing power of the financial media, centred in international financial centres and an increasingly significant agent in performing money and the economy in general, and in engendering mimetic forms of rationality."Such academic accounts constitute public attempts to accommodate collective surprises by updating and enriching a (sub)discipline's shared mental representations of how the world works ([@bibr133-0309132518810431], [@bibr139-0309132518810431]). It is worth mentioning in this context that popular culture itself is increasingly preoccupied with surprise, perhaps as part of the affective atmosphere of neoliberalism ([@bibr10-0309132518810431]), perhaps as part of a collective attempt to come to terms with, and make sense of, the global financial crisis of 2007--9, or of the 'Trump phenomenon' ([@bibr17-0309132518810431]). Thus, Nassim Nicholas Taleb has popularized the notion of 'the black swan' ([@bibr148-0309132518810431], [@bibr149-0309132518810431]), by which he means highly improbable and highly consequential events that nobody could have anticipated. His writings have been instrumental in demonstrating how we fall, collectively, into the trap of the hindsight bias, retrospectively producing accounts of those black swans that normalize them, that obliterate their radical contingency only to replace it with a more reassuring necessity ('they were bound to happen'; [@bibr130-0309132518810431]). His writings have also educated a wide audience about wicked pitfalls of statistical reasoning, such as the excessive focus on averages and the neglect of variances (see also [@bibr124-0309132518810431]), and the lazy preference for assuming normally distributed, Gaussian, phenomena instead of the more accurate, but less tractable, fat-tailed, non-Gaussian statistical distributions. He has shown that the mega-surprise represented by the global financial crisis of 2008--9 can be partly traced to the misleading reliance on financial risk modelling that failed to take into account the fat-tailed distribution of financial risk ([@bibr148-0309132518810431], [@bibr149-0309132518810431]).

[@bibr162-0309132518810431] have encapsulated the four steps involved in killing our surprises in the acronym AREA. We begin by **[a]{.ul}**ttending to a surprising occurrence, we **[r]{.ul}**eact emotionally to it, then we **[e]{.ul}**xplain the surprise away, and thereby we affectively **[a]{.ul}**dapt to the initially surprising events. To adapt to an event, means, however, that it will seem far less surprising and interesting the next time it happens. It means that we are likely to pay less and less attention to it, and therefore to have a weaker and weaker emotional response to it. And therein lies the tradeoff involved in taming our surprises: on one hand, explaining our surprises away serves the adaptive function of adjusting ourselves to the world. It helps us track reality by allowing us to make better calibrated predictions of our environment, which, in turn, permit us to control our surroundings more effectively ([@bibr77-0309132518810431]). Explaining our surprises away helps us stay alive. On the other hand, by killing our surprises we also undermine our occasions for enjoying the world. Explaining our surprises away erodes our capacity for feeling alive. A world that is fully predictable is a boring, dull world, where the appetite for living is gradually taken away from us. Because 'explanation is vital to affective attenuation' ([@bibr162-0309132518810431]: 381), this very process that allows us to predict and control our environment takes away from us the highs of living by dulling our emotional response to circumstances. The art of living might reside in striking the right balance between killing our surprises and fostering new ones.

Many apparently irrational behaviors can be explained by becoming aware that humans do not simply attempt to just maximize the instrumentality of their actions in order to achieve a particular goal. Instead, they often deliberately choose suboptimal, less instrumental means for achieving their goals because that type of choice helps keep their lives interesting ([@bibr3-0309132518810431]). To say that a given action is optimal for achieving a given goal is also to say that one can predict with sufficient confidence that undertaking that action will accomplish the respective goal. A narrow understanding of instrumental rationality would thus compel a person to choose that action, but humans are smarter than that. The predictability entailed by maximally effective, optimal courses of action helps us in achieving a particular goal, but only at the cost of taking out the element of surprise, of excitement, of suspense, of entertainment.

At a preconscious, intuitive level, humans are aware of this tradeoff and often prefer to select less direct, less certain instrumental steps toward a goal. This deliberate indirection or deliberate sub-optimality makes our engagement with the world a gamble or a bet ([@bibr3-0309132518810431]). Sometimes we win, sometimes we lose, and we do not know in advance how the sequence of wins and losses will unfold. Like in a good movie, or a good novel, or a good soccer game, or a good conversation, the unpredictability of what's next foments a broad emotional range that resembles a rollercoaster. By choosing indirection and inefficiency in goal pursuit, we give ourselves room to enjoy living, to feel alive, to experience geographical reality as a form of free entertainment. Surprises, even when ostensibly bad, can be good for subjective wellbeing because of their awakening quality: they arrest habitual behavior and make us fully mindful of our surroundings. They constitute occasions for experiencing emotions, and thus experiencing what it means to be human, and to be alive. They help enchant or re-enchant our world, by reigniting our appetite for it ([@bibr18-0309132518810431]; [@bibr47-0309132518810431]; [@bibr92-0309132518810431]). The problem with appetite comes from the fact that it is far easier to learn how to satisfy it than to create or renew occasions for it. The secret to renewal is, in a sense, geographical, and requires seeking, evoking, or inventing environments with texture that is both rich and durable. As Ainslie explains (2013: 457; it is worth recalling at this point that 'environment' is one of geography's key concepts):"With experience we gain skill at investing importance -- betting -- but our results depend on the availability of good occasions in the environment, a property that might be called its texture. Rich texture permits complex occasioning, for instance in a challenging puzzle or plot or human relationship. Durable texture is not worn away by familiarity, for instance in art. As endeavors and environments compete for our investment, this durability over time may be the determining factor for which endeavors survive...the popular song, the clever phrase and the good joke are rewarding in the short run, but with repetition anticipation erodes their usefulness as occasions. Tic-tac-toe (noughts and crosses) engages a child's interest, but is replaced by draughts/checkers and then chess as the contingencies become predictable. As she becomes more able to predict complex patterns of play, these become the elements of wider puzzles. The most satisfying puzzles are those whose solution reveals new puzzles."This quest for rich and durable environmental texture sometimes parallels and sometimes undermines the quest for achieving our usual personal and professional goals. When the boredom, restlessness, dullness, or stillness of a too cozy and predictable existence reaches a certain threshold, we may put our whole way of living on the line, in an attempt at a wholesale personal reinvention (cf. [@bibr27-0309132518810431]). Everyday life, in other words, is an 'asymmetrical contest between systematic attempts to vouchsafe satisfying events and impetuous attempts to put them at risk' ([@bibr2-0309132518810431]: 369). To the extent that we do not decide and act in isolation, but as social animals, shaped by a given cultural, political, and economic context, our impetuosity occasionally scales up and foments large-scale social change ([@bibr33-0309132518810431]; [@bibr37-0309132518810431]; [@bibr51-0309132518810431]; [@bibr53-0309132518810431]; [@bibr78-0309132518810431]; [@bibr103-0309132518810431]; [@bibr113-0309132518810431]).

Whereas the next section will delineate some of the geographical and historical intricacies of this scaling-up process that conjoins the personal and the political, it is important to preface that analysis with a more *explicitly spatial* account of surprise inspired by recent empirical research in the cognitive sciences. The key empirical finding explaining the linkage between personal and social change is the fact that surprising information is more likely to be shared with others than non-surprising information (for a recent review see [@bibr79-0309132518810431]). If we see individuals as nodes or actors in broader social networks, we can begin to glimpse a spatial account of surprise that may speak to both the older quantitative geographical tradition of spatial diffusion ([@bibr50-0309132518810431]; see also [@bibr63-0309132518810431]) and to the newer geographical engagements with actor-network theory ([@bibr99-0309132518810431]; [@bibr136-0309132518810431]).

Surprising information propagates throughout social networks and across geographical space preferentially, because of an interaction of several distinct phenomena ([@bibr79-0309132518810431]). Firstly, people pay more attention to surprising than to non-surprising content. Trying to communicate a message to someone else can be seen as an attempt to capture their attention from other competing concerns. Therefore, preferentially sharing surprising content is partly explained by the efficacy with which this sharing is likely to attract the other's attention ([@bibr119-0309132518810431]). Secondly, people are more aroused by surprising than non-surprising content, and this increased emotional responsivity makes them more receptive to social influence and persuasion. Since we often share information not as a goal in itself but as a means to get others to act in a particular way, it is more effective to achieve this latter ambition by preferentially sharing surprising content, that is, content that is more likely to arouse and to open one to persuasion ([@bibr119-0309132518810431]). Thirdly, people better remember surprising information because the arousal it generates triggers better neural encoding. The increased memorability of surprising information helps explain its preferential spatial diffusion over non-surprising content through two interlinked facts: (a) a precondition for communicating something is to remember it; other things being equal, surprising information is better remembered, which means that when two persons meet, their communication is biased toward the sharing of surprising content simply because much of the non-surprising content is no longer remembered; (b) given that we often communicate to get others to change in ways we prefer, the sharing of surprising and therefore memorable information is a more effective way to achieve lasting persuasion ([@bibr79-0309132518810431]). Fourthly, people tend to prefer surprises or information presented in a surprising fashion, compared to content that lacks an element of surprise. This means that cultural products such as movies, novels, songs, stories, pictures, or pieces of news are more likely to be enjoyed if they contain surprising aspects ([@bibr19-0309132518810431]). Since many of these cultural products are part of a cultural economy that seeks to monetize attention and liking, the capitalist quest for profit (or more modestly, a person's thirst for Facebook, YouTube, or Twitter popularity) can help propagate surprising content preferentially, throughout wide social networks, thereby incrementally changing cultures across broad geographical space.

In other words, surprise is productive of geographical space, by travelling preferentially throughout social networks and influencing how people think, feel, and act. The process of the spatial diffusion of surprise is productive of the very space over which it diffuses. To understand this phenomenon in more detail, in the next section I will complement the foregoing discussion couched in the terminology of networks and spatial diffusion, with an alternative formulation anchored in the concept of geographical 'scale'.

III Discussion: Surprise and historical mutation {#section3-0309132518810431}
================================================

Recent scholarship in areas as diverse as non-representational theory ([@bibr13-0309132518810431]; [@bibr90-0309132518810431]; [@bibr151-0309132518810431]; [@bibr153-0309132518810431]; see, however, [@bibr11-0309132518810431]), demonic geography ([@bibr135-0309132518810431]), psychoanalytical geographies ([@bibr66-0309132518810431]), and feminist geography ([@bibr22-0309132518810431]; [@bibr98-0309132518810431]; for a review, see [@bibr140-0309132518810431]) has begun to incorporate the insight that humans are strangers to themselves ([@bibr161-0309132518810431]) and that, therefore, the explanation of human behavior requires at least as much attention to affect, the preconscious, and the preverbal, as to (allegedly) conscious free-will and (allegedly) rational decision-making. To state that we are strangers to ourselves is to state that we are at least in part opaque to ourselves. Opacity entails limited predictability, which in turn, guarantees the occurrence of surprise. In other words, we do not just get surprised by happenings outside ourselves, in the world out there, but instead are also able to surprise ourselves.

We surprise ourselves through what we say and what we do, through what we dare to imagine and what we dare to try ([@bibr30-0309132518810431]; [@bibr57-0309132518810431]; [@bibr60-0309132518810431]; [@bibr146-0309132518810431]; [@bibr157-0309132518810431]). The surprises may matter only at the small temporal scale of the hour and the day (e.g. giving a shocking reply to a friend in an otherwise humdrum conversation), but occasionally make a difference at the larger temporal scale of our lives as a whole (e.g. daring to change gender, to become self-employed, or to join a monastery in Tibet). Since by surprising ourselves we discover new dimensions of who we are, there is a fundamental difference between the subjective experiencing of external surprises and that of endogenous, self-generated ones. Both classes of surprise, however, renew the appetite for living.

Admitting that one does not know oneself is destabilizing, and this provides the unconscious motivation to retrospectively rethink self-generated surprises as far less surprising and far less productive of novel spaces than they have actually been. That is to say, we are motivated to overstate the continuity and coherence of our place-based identities, which in turn shapes our expectations about our personal futures (see also [@bibr12-0309132518810431]; [@bibr31-0309132518810431]; [@bibr67-0309132518810431]; [@bibr96-0309132518810431]). [@bibr116-0309132518810431] have coined the term 'the end of history illusion' to denote the empirically documented fact that while humans admit to some extent that they have changed from their past selves, they are far less likely to contemplate that they will also change in the future (in terms of preferences, desires, ways of thinking). The fact that they believe that their present self is a finished product that will persist as such, 'congealed', into the future is bound to be proven wrong, that is, to be a source of surprises about one's self. The difficulty humans have with accepting that they are strangers to themselves and the consequent projection or displacement of endogenously generated surprises into their external environment is beautifully captured in [@bibr122-0309132518810431] philosophy of history:"Retrospectively it is almost impossible even for the historical actors themselves to get access to the contingent, irrational, 'sacrilegious' aspect of the sublime event they brought about. In order to get a grip on the evanescent essence of the historical sublime, I propose to bring to a head, instead of leveling down, the tension that characterizes all historical and biographical discontinuities: the tension between the fact that discontinuities are made by the participants, *yet are portrayed by these very participants as having come as a surprise*...discontinuity is not a regrettable side-effect of our ambition to attain goals that are in line with our identity, but \[instead\] every now and then we give in to the urge to cut ourselves loose from our moorings. Making history -- in the sense of embarking upon something that is as sublimely new as the French Revolution or the First World War -- thus is not a matter of pursuing some interest but of willfully fleeing forward into the unknown (2010: 1). It is a supremely common, and supremely sly, operation: the willingness to do something unheard of evaporates in the process of coming to terms with it. The net effect of this operation is as spectacular as it is unpalatable: the more we accustom ourselves to ascribing what we did to the supposed reasons for our doing it, the more we transform ourselves into people who did not do it. ([@bibr122-0309132518810431]: 3)."The impetuosity or recklessness that occasionally seizes biographical and historical actors may betray their fear of death and the consequent attempts to manage it (cf. [@bibr41-0309132518810431]; [@bibr115-0309132518810431]; [@bibr121-0309132518810431]). We may deliver ourselves to recklessness when our lives get boring and dull because of the existential awareness that we have only one life to live, that time is precious, and that it is our duty to ourselves to make it count ([@bibr52-0309132518810431]; [@bibr142-0309132518810431]). A life ought to be well-lived, that is, lively. By consequence, a dull life ought to be seen as an oxymoron. If one recognizes oneself in it, one should infer one has lost their way. Vertigo, or the urge to create history and reinvent ourselves, is nothing more but the affective precipitate of that act of painful self-recognition. If this interpretation has some merit, then urgency, or the inability to tolerate inaction, should not be seen as a flaw of the rational actor, but as an understandable reaction to existential dread (cf. [@bibr40-0309132518810431]; [@bibr105-0309132518810431]; [@bibr143-0309132518810431]).

In common parlance, we think of vertigo as a mere fear of heights, but the phenomenon spawns much more complexity than that. It can therefore be harnessed as a focal metaphor (cf. [@bibr101-0309132518810431]) for understanding the production of large-scale historical change through cascades of acts of surprising ourselves:"Vertigo is the result of the fear that you won't be able to resist something. \[It\] is not primarily a fear, but is in part a wish, a wish that is so threatening that it feels like a fear. Often there is a multiplier effect. First there is a wish, then there is a fear that we will not be able to resist that wish, then there is the wish to make short shrift of that fear, then there is the fear that our fear may not deter us enough, and so on. This multiplier effect may cause the sensation of a whirlpool, a maelstrom, a vortex that manifests itself as dizziness. Ingrained in the sensation of vertigo is the inclination to give in to it. Vertigo predisposes, as psychoanalysts say, to 'counterphobic' behavior. Giving in to vertigo is a strategy for escaping from an unbearable tension by doing something -- by doing what is forbidden, by eating the apple, by committing an original sin. Vertigo thus is the condition in which we may jump into the unknown, in which we may start to do things that are at odds with what we regard as our identity, in which we put a way of life on the line...In this sense vertigo is not just a psychological but also a cultural phenomenon. And, consequently, cultures too can be susceptible to counterphobic behavior. In history, vertigo has the form of the impulse to create accomplished facts, of the determination to leave the beaten track, to stop stumbling along, and to flee forward -- straight into the unknown. ([@bibr122-0309132518810431]: 17)"The question that requires more detailed analytical scrutiny than Runia has attempted is how, exactly, does vertigo scale up from the individual to the collective, from the personal to the cultural. I offer the following interpretation as a potentially useful complement to the foregoing discussion of the preferential spatial diffusion of surprise through social networks.^[2](#fn2-0309132518810431){ref-type="fn"}^ Whereas in socio-spatial theory when we think of scale the units that come to mind tend to be the body, the neighborhood, the city, the region, the nation, the continent, and the global, there are other ways to parse the scope one attends to ([@bibr54-0309132518810431]; [@bibr55-0309132518810431]; [@bibr82-0309132518810431]; [@bibr97-0309132518810431]; [@bibr102-0309132518810431]). In literary theory, the entrenched distinction between the lyric, the dramatic, and the epic has often been deployed with a tacit understanding that these three registers constitute three very different, albeit nested, geographical scales ([@bibr117-0309132518810431]). The lyric corresponds to the scale of the body, and is the realm of the inward and the incarnate, of personal feelings and personal demons, of subjectivity, of idiosyncratic thought and experience. The dramatic broadens the scope attended to, and includes an assemblage of social actors interacting with one another for varied temporal spans, and changing one another in that process of place-based interaction. The 'affective atmosphere' ([@bibr10-0309132518810431]) of the dramatic may range from tragedy to comedy, but is always underpinned by the sequences of surprises that the social actors hold in store for one another. If the dramatic is the register of a handful of actors, whose names and relationships to one another the reader can remember (e.g. an opera, a television show, a departmental meeting), the epic register broadens the scope of narrative to whole cultures or communities, and thereby loses track of the individuality of the actors that constitute the Tolstoyan 'multitude' or 'the masses' ([@bibr139-0309132518810431]). From the standpoint of the epic, the geographies we need to account for are Hegelian ([@bibr21-0309132518810431]). Who we are as individuals is a reflection or refraction of the *Zeitgeist* -- the spirit of the times. We are children of our times, which is a metaphor that stands in for the observation that people living in the same place at the same time tend to be interpellated by the same family of ideologies or discourses ([@bibr4-0309132518810431]; [@bibr39-0309132518810431]; [@bibr110-0309132518810431]; [@bibr127-0309132518810431]). By being exposed to the same religion, the same language, the same system of formal education, the same popular television shows, the same celebrities, the same traditions, we grow up to be rather similar to one another. We share many beliefs and values, and we partake in the same restricted menu of collective identities ([@bibr8-0309132518810431]; [@bibr91-0309132518810431]). In other words, we are constructed by a time- and place-specific intersection of discursive practices and when we think and act it is the precipitate of those discourses that thinks and acts through us. To put this differently, we are sites of negative agency, in the sense that we are created from without, as ever-provisional mixtures of discourses with varying degrees of (in)coherence.

Through this lens, asking the question of how personal vertigo scales up to cultural vertigo appears to be asking a misleading question. It makes more sense to reason the other way around, of how cultural *ennui*, or 'structures of feeling' ([@bibr159-0309132518810431]) that hold in their grip a whole generation, scale down to constitute personal, subjective experiencing (see, for example, Michael Watts' superb analysis of the year 1968 and the generation that made it count; [@bibr155-0309132518810431]; see also [@bibr56-0309132518810431]; [@bibr65-0309132518810431]).

Runia's account of large-scale social change as the byproduct of impetuous acts of surprising ourselves is startling because it foregrounds existential boredom as the source of collective urgency, recklessness, and impetuosity, and the latter as the engines of historical and geographical mutation. As he put it, 'far-reaching things can be done "just like that"...monstrous historical deeds sometimes are no better motivated than as a giving in to the question "Why not?"' ([@bibr122-0309132518810431]: 11). Boredom^3^, dullness, awareness of the drudgery of everyday living should not be relegated as 'first world problems' or sentiments of the privileged ([@bibr6-0309132518810431]; [@bibr167-0309132518810431], [@bibr168-0309132518810431]; [@bibr145-0309132518810431]). They are signals that we have lost our appetite for living and that we owe it to ourselves to refresh that appetite by shaking things up ([@bibr42-0309132518810431]). Sublime historical events, such as revolutions, need to be seen as 'cascades of fleeing forward' ([@bibr122-0309132518810431]: 17; cf. [@bibr74-0309132518810431]), which summon their energy from the 'willingness of a significant number of people to 'burn their bridges behind them' and to embark upon the unknown -- no matter the consequences' (2010: 3). To sum up this line of thinking, 'we may start to make history not despite the fact that it is at odds with -- yes, destroys -- the stories we live by, but because it destroys the stories we live by' (2010: 5).

IV Final thoughts {#section4-0309132518810431}
=================

All of the foregoing considerations suggest that the timing is just right for a spatial account of surprise, or rather, for a geography of personal and social change that deploys the trope of surprise *to help explain* how and why change happens. Whether we are surprised by what transpires in our surroundings or we are surprising ourselves in the 'vertiginous urge to commit history' ([@bibr122-0309132518810431]: 1), to reinvent who and what we are, the common denominator of these processes of becoming is that they produce geographical space and are produced by it.

When studied stripped of its geographical context, in the cognitive science laboratory, surprise misleadingly seems to be a neutral subjective experience. It has already been known that humans tend to locate emotions in their vertical mental space (or imaginative geographies) according to their valence, such that positive emotions (joy, excitement, cheerfulness) are placed in upper locations (e.g. 'Cheer up!') and negative emotions (sadness, boredom, dejection) are placed in lower locations (e.g. 'I am down today'). A recent cross-linguistic study by [@bibr85-0309132518810431] has shown experimentally that surprise without any further specification is mentally located by research participants mid-way between the upper locations and lower locations. In real life, however, we never encounter surprise in general, as an abstraction ([@bibr89-0309132518810431]). Surprise, in other words, needs geographical contextualization to be appreciated ([@bibr129-0309132518810431]). There are positive surprises and negative surprises, run-of-the-mill surprises and world-changing surprises. Perhaps the most dramatic recent example of a world-changing surprise has been the election of Donald Trump as US president. There is now a growing body of scholarship in political geography attempting to explain the 'Trump phenomenon' and to foster active resistance to its perceived 'neo-Fascist' agenda ([@bibr48-0309132518810431]; [@bibr68-0309132518810431]), but the surprisingness of the election as such has remained underappreciated and undertheorized. One very recent exception is [@bibr17-0309132518810431], who try to address the political geography of the Trump phenomenon by drawing on Lauren Berlant's concept of 'impasse' as the best descriptor of the aftermath of a momentous negative surprise: 'a stretch of time in which one moves around with a sense that the world is at once intensely present and enigmatic' (Berlant, quoted in [@bibr17-0309132518810431]: 1).

The topic I addressed is inherently complex, which means that this first presentation of surprise's potential for geography has not allowed me to do justice to a number of important themes. Given space constraints, I will briefly describe just two of them, in the hope that other geographers will join me in researching them.

The first theme revolves around the dark side of surprise. Whereas in this paper I highlighted the life-affirming dimension of surprise, in order to avoid romanticizing surprise one should bear in mind the ubiquitous experiential and political importance of negative surprises (e.g. getting unexpectedly evicted; getting malaria; the 2007--9 financial crisis; the election of a neo-Fascist president, etc.). In other words, when unpacking the phenomenon of surprise, one needs to pay equal attention to its reactionary and revolutionary potentialities. Relatedly, much of the academic research on surprise reviewed in this paper originates from the cognitive sciences. Their positivistic epistemological background may have led to accounts of surprise that underplay the politics of the discursive construction of surprise. If an actor responsible for an event succeeds in framing it as 'surprising', it thereby often succeeds in diverting culpability, since 'no one could have seen it coming'. In this vein, the moral-political stance of critical geographers might explain why they may have underplayed the element of surprise (or seen it as a political fabrication) in scholarly discussions of the 2007--9 financial crisis and of the election of Trump as US president. Geographers, in other words, have an important contribution to make in situating and politicizing surprise by: (a) problematizing the positivistic and universalist research paradigms of surprise in the cognitive sciences (e.g. [@bibr114-0309132518810431]; [@bibr140-0309132518810431]), (b) exploring the relationship between surprise and social difference (how do differently raced, gendered, and classed subjects experience different kinds of surprises, and what can we learn about the spatialities of intersectionality if we take the trope of surprise as an analytical entry point; cf. [@bibr58-0309132518810431], [@bibr59-0309132518810431]), and (c) attending to how the phenomenon of surprise is being used for political manipulation and economic gain. Indeed, as the recent review by [@bibr79-0309132518810431] has shown, scientific research on surprise has taken a very lucrative turn, with an explicit focus on developing 'recipes for surprise' that can be deployed for advertising, brand promotion, viral marketing, and other forms of profit seeking. Geographers are well positioned to critique these practices, given their thriving research programs on 'nudging' and the libertarian paternalism of applied cognitive science (e.g. [@bibr114-0309132518810431]; [@bibr118-0309132518810431]; [@bibr156-0309132518810431]).

The second theme I have in mind for developing the problematic of surprise beyond this first presentation involves the deepening and refining of the spatial account of surprise. In my contribution, I have offered some initial lines of thinking about surprise geographically, by analyzing the phenomenon of surprise through three key geographical concepts: 'environment' (the discussion of rich and durably textured environments and their role in occasioning surprise), 'spatial diffusion' (the discussion of the preferential sharing and spreading of surprising content in actor-networks / social networks as a key mechanism articulating personal change with social change), and 'scale' (the discussion of negative agency and the top-down shaping of individual subjectivities by the broader *Zeitgeist*). I hope that other geographers will join me in fleshing out this spatial account of surprise more fully by: (a) analyzing surprise through the lens of other key geographical concepts such as distance ([@bibr134-0309132518810431]), place ([@bibr32-0309132518810431]), space ([@bibr86-0309132518810431]), or TimeSpace ([@bibr87-0309132518810431]), (b) investigating the spatialities of surprise by articulating this problematic with the fascinating network of related concepts discussed in the introduction (the event, futurities and anticipation, boredom, whimsy, curiosity, interruption, enchantment, etc.), and (c) leveraging the tools of quantitative spatial analysis to add precision to our still inchoate understanding of the preferential diffusion of surprising information in social networks, across, and through, geographical space.

Each one of us surprises space and is surprised by it in a triple quality ([@bibr88-0309132518810431]): as motivated agents (i.e. entities whose values and motivations are crystallized into goals and projects for a desirable future), as social actors (i.e. social animals co-constructing social space and ourselves through interaction with others), and as autobiographical authors (i.e. writers and editors of our own biography). If boredom 'stills and slows time--space' ([@bibr7-0309132518810431]: 739), surprise revitalizes it. A geography of how that happens is long overdue.
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By 'production of space' I refer to Lefebvre's thesis that space is not a pre-existing container for social life, but that society and space are mutually constituted ([@bibr76-0309132518810431]; see also [@bibr38-0309132518810431], and [@bibr86-0309132518810431]).

There is a need for a geographical development of Runia's philosophy of history, and the scale-based version that I offer is only one of many alternatives.

Framing surprise as the antithesis of boredom (or solution to existential dullness) has been one of the recurring themes in this paper because: (1) it creates an opening for the potentially productive articulation of the proposed research program on the geographies of surprise with prior geographical work on boredom (e.g. [@bibr7-0309132518810431]); (2) it is the dominant framing deployed by [@bibr2-0309132518810431], [@bibr3-0309132518810431]), whose geographical discussion of surprise in terms of 'rich and textured environments' helps build the case for a spatial account of surprise; (3) it is an analytical entry point into Runia's philosophy of history ([@bibr122-0309132518810431], [@bibr123-0309132518810431]), whose account of social change can be spatialized through the lens of geographical scale; and (4) in a recursive or meta-theoretical fashion, this framing is itself surprising to current geographical accounts of social change, which tend to emphasize more conventional drivers of 'reckless impetuosity' or revolutionary triggers such as oppression, poverty, and desperation (e.g. [@bibr53-0309132518810431]). Exploring surprise as the antithesis to boredom should thus be understood against the larger consideration that there is much more to the phenomenon of surprise than this particular reading.
